The Archaeology of the Latin East
A Conference in Honour of Professor Denys Pringle
(Saturday 17 Sep.-Sunday 18 Sep. 2016)

https://latineastconference.wordpress.com

Glamorgan Committee Rooms (0.14 and 0.13)
Glamorgan Building, King Edward V11 Ave
Cardiff University, CF10 3WA

Saturday, 17 September

09:30-10:00  Registration, Tea & Coffee

10:00-11:15  Late-Medieval Properties and Castles in Britain
Chair: Gregory Leighton
Mark Baker: Denys Pringle and Archaeological Protection
James Petre: The Castle that killed King James. Roxburgh: England’s Fortress in Scotland in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries
Helen Nicholson: The Templars’ Estates in England and Wales in the Light of the Surveys and Accounts (1308-1313) Preserved in the National Archives

15 minutes for questions

11:15-11:30  Tea & Coffee

11:30-12:45  The Eastern and Western Mediterranean
Chair: Helen Nicholson
Elena Bellomo: House Types and Architecture of the Order of Malta in the Priory of Lombardy: The Evidence from Modern Cabrei (XVII-XVIII Centuries)
Nicholas Coureas: The Import of West European Textiles to Cyprus in the Fourteenth Century
Peter Edbury: The Nobility of Cyprus and Their Rural Residences

15 minutes for questions

12:45-13:30  Lunch
13:30-14:45 **Archaeology and Landscape**

*Chair: Heather Crowley*

**Balazs Major:** The Medieval Suburbs of Qal'at al-Marqab (Syria)

**Cristina Tonghini:** Ayyubid Military Architecture: A Square-planned Tower at the Citadel of Damascus

**Rabei Khamisy:** The Mount Tabor Territory Under Frankish Control

*15 minutes for questions*

14:45-15:00 **Tea & Coffee**

15:00-16:15 **Warfare and Towers**

*Chair: Rabei Khamisy*

**John France:** Conquest and Crusading

**Michael Fulton:** Tower Design and the Influence of Mechanical Artillery in the Thirteenth Century

**Andrew Petersen:** Medieval Towers in Syria and Palestine

*15 minutes for questions*

16:15-16:25 **Quick Break**

16:25-17:10 **Keynote**

*Chair: Peter Edbury*

**Benjamin Kedar:** The Material Culture of the Frankish Kingdom of Jerusalem: Some Reflections

17:10-18:00 **Book Presentation, Wine Reception**

18:30- **Dinner**

Location TBA
Sunday, 18 September

09:30-10:00  Tea & Coffee

10:00-11:15  Churches and Pilgrims
  Chair: Kevin Lewis
  Bernard Hamilton: Melchior de Vogüé’s Pioneering Study of the Crusader Churches of the Holy Land
  Susan Edgington: Hans Tucher’s Reisebuch and his Gazetteer of the Holy Land, 1479-80
  15 minutes for questions

11:15-11:30  Tea & Coffee

11:30-12:45  Archaeology and Artefacts
  Chair: Jennifer Thompson
  Piers Mitchell: Palaeopathology of the Crusades
  Robert Kool: CIVITAS REGIS REGVM OMNIVM: Inventing a Royal Seal in Jerusalem in the 12th and Early 13th Centuries
  Micaela Sinibaldi: Settlement in the Petra Region during the Crusader Period: A Summary of the Historical and Archaeological Evidence

12:45-13:30  Lunch

13:30-14:45  Urban Centres
  Chair: Hannah Buckingham
  Adrian Boas: The Streets of Frankish Acre
  David Jacoby: Industrial Activity in Crusader Acre
  Anthony Luttrell: Rhodes Town – Outside the Walls: 1306-1421

14:45-15:00  Closing Remarks